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Introduction

While digital transformation promises to eliminate paper,  
more than 80 percent of external communications are still  
paper-based. It is true that it is in decline for most transactions, 
however paper-formatted documents will remain a ubiquitous 
medium for transactional communications between businesses  
for a long time to come. 

SAP® solutions are built for speed. However, continuing to manually input 
information does not allow organizations to fully reap the benefits of these 
solutions, leading to lost revenue.

Fortunately, there is a more efficient way. OpenText™ Intelligent Capture for 
SAP® Solutions is a powerful tool that helps to fully automate the digitization  
of any incoming SAP-related document.
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Fully automate capture

Experts such as Harvey Spencer estimate that there are still approximately  
50 billion transactions a year worldwide that need to be converted from paper 
to digital. Digitizing information remains one of the largest bottlenecks for 
digital transformation. 

However, capture involves more than just paper. EDI, email, fax and business 
networks all provide information into an enterprise. Focusing effort on one input  
adds risk and removes the flexibility to adapt to new digitization requirements.

Machine learningIncoming document Voter User interaction or 
business rule (feedback)*

An enterprise cannot go digital without digital content.

*Using continuous self-adaptation, an OpenText patent-pending algorithm, the system learns and improves with every document processed
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The OpenText approach vs legacy methods

The difference, compared to traditional OCR 
systems, is immediately obvious. With a traditional 
system it is necessary to pre-program all cases 
and foresee all exceptions. When something does 
not completely fit the defined scenarios (such as 
a new document type with a layout that has not 
been processed), the system stops and does not 
know what to do. 

The algorithms used in Intelligent Capture are built 
to mimic the way a human brain thinks. With every 
document Intelligent Capture processes, the solution 
becomes smarter and improves it capabilities, learning 
and developing every day.

VS
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When traditional capture methods break

The biggest bottleneck for digitizing content is manual intervention, which  
is necessary when the system does not recognize the data it is attempting  
to process.

For example, when a new document type is received, most traditional OCR 
systems will be unable to process the new document.

With Intelligent Capture, the technology uses 
information it has already learned and processed to 
make logical predictions  and conclusions.

100% 30%

50%100%

Document type A Document type C

Document type A Document type Z
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Patent pending OpenText algorithm

Intelligent Capture is built on a powerful platform, incorporating more than  
30 years of experience, as well as a sophisticated invoice knowledgebase and 
patent-pending machine learning technologies. With its unique ability to adapt 
and learn with every document processed, this innovative approach minimizes 
setup efforts and drives recognition and automation rates to unprecedently 
high levels. 

This is all designed to serve OpenText customers 
better. Where traditional methods stop and require 
manual human intervention, Intelligent Capture can 
demonstrate three times better  automation results.

100% 100%

100% 100%

Document type A Document type C
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The digital content platform

Intelligent Capture and Core Capture supports OpenText Vendor Invoice 
Management for SAP Solutions, which is a key component in the OpenText 
Content Cloud for SAP Solutions.

Intelligence is not just driven by data, intelligence is 
driven by data and content. The digital content platform 
supports the Intelligent and Connected Enterprise and 
digitization, utilization, delivery and  control form the 
four key building blocks of the platform. 
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Productivity Solutions for SAP S/4HANA

One Great Move  
Deserves Another

Moving to SAP S/4HANA addresses key digital transformation 
goals.  It also presents an opportunity to address three related   

productivity challenges at the same time.  

THE CHALLENGES

1
Preventing  
 delays moving  
 to S/4HANA

2

Being agile 
 to adapt to 

 changing global 
 demands

3Unifying 
 disconnected, 
 inefficient systems 
 and processes 

80%

Depending on the 
application and country, 
 80% or more of external 
communication is still 
paper-based.1

47%

47% of business users 
say they waste more 
than 10% of their day 
waiting on technology.2

THE SOLUTION

OpenText Productivity  
Solutions for SAP S/4HANA

With one decision, you can address all three issues and more, delivering 
value across your organization – right away, and year after year. 

THE RESULTS
With OpenText productivity 
solutions for SAP S/4HANA, you 
gain a range of benefits to help 
you get more value – before, 
during and after your move. 

1

A streamlined  move  
to SAP S/4HANA
Reduce the clutter with effective archiving 
before you begin in your new environment. 

75%
Companies preparing 
for the move to SAP 
S/4HANA can reduce 
their database size  by 
75% or more, simplifying 
the migration effort and 
lowering cost and risk.

27TB
Utilities leader Engie 
Electrabel was able to 
archive 27TB of data 
to the OpenText cloud 
in preparation for the 
move to SAP S/4HANA.

2Scalability driven 
 by automation 

Use intelligent technology to 
do the heavy lifting, so you can 
adapt to changes in process or 

demand in real-time.

90%
“We don’t even have 
 to look at 90% of 
incoming documents.” 

New Zealand retailer 
Foodstuffs 

35%+
Easa Saleh Al Gurg 
Group achieved   
35 to 40 percent time-
savings processing 
82,000+ supplier 
invoices per year.

3

Connected and efficient 
 users and systems  
Give users access to all relevant documents 
in the context and moment of their business 
processes, so they don’t waste time searching 
and moving from one system to another.

20%
“We’ve seen a 20% 
reduction in overall 
cycle time.”

Celestica, Electronics 
Manufacturer
 

3X
“It’s yielded  a 
3x productivity 
improvement.” 

DIC Asia Pacific,   
Chemicals Enterprise

In this video, find out how you can be more 
productive with SAP S/4HANA

1. “Effective Capture is the First Step in Digital Transformation”, a report by Harvey Spencer Associates. 2. “The App-Data Gap”, a survey 
produced in collaboration with Oxford Economics. 
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OPENTEXT™ VENDOR INVOICE MANAGEMENT 
FOR SAP® SOLUTIONS

P R O D U C T  O V E R V I E W

E N T E R P R I S E  I N F O R M A T I O N  M A N A G E M E N T

SUMMARY

OpenText™ Vendor Invoice 
Management for SAP® Solutions (VIM) 
streamlines accounts payable (AP) 
operations for SAP customers. VIM 
optimizes and simplifies the process 
of receiving, managing, monitoring, 
and routing invoices and related 
documentation on all levels.

BENEFITS

• Accelerate invoice processing through 
rapid invoice data capture and 
automated invoice routing 

• Increase ROI by reducing invoice 
cycle times and eliminating late fees

• Improve productivity through 
automation and an intelligent 
robotics solution

• Ensure compliance through defined 
business processes and a documented 
audit trail

• Deploy solution rapidly with a defined 
scope and predictable costs

OpenText™ Vendor Invoice 
Management for SAP® Solutions

Invoice processing generally follows the 80/20 rule—eighty percent of procurement 
billing may be processed without a problem. The remaining twenty percent creates prob-
lems or exceptions that require eighty percent of the invoice management resources 
to resolve. In addition, other roles, such as buyers or receivers, typically spend signifi-
cant time processing resolutions, thereby increasing the cost of the invoice. Examples 
of invoice problems include, but are not limited to, invoice disputes; invoices submitted 
without purchase orders (PO); insufficient or incorrect approvals; cost center errors; 
duplicates; discrepancies in quantity, price, or date; freight mismatch; special tax condi-
tions; and PO allocation errors. All of these conditions lead to invoice management prob-
lems that require time and resources to remedy.

For most companies, invoice processing requires excessive manual effort for internal 
resources and the supplier involved. Many AP departments operate in a continual state 
of backlog. One of the most labor-intensive manual processing steps is keying data from 
paper invoices or images extracted from emails into SAP ERP. Other manual processing 
and resolution efforts involve time-consuming historical research, communication with 
the supplier, process documentation, requests for additional information from multiple 
parties, manual routing, and the labor-intensive process of monitoring and providing 
update reports on the status of unpaid invoices. AP specialists can spend most of their 
time addressing these problems, while suppliers and buyers experience a range of disin-
centives and disadvantages.

With OpenText Vendor Invoice Management for SAP 
Solutions (VIM), invoices are processed more efficiently 
and quickly. The right people collaborate through a 
secure, easy to use interface to resolve problems, obtain 
invoice status, check purchase order numbers, approve 
invoices, and more. The optional optical character 
recognition software (OCR) uses the most advanced 
document and character recognition capabilities 
available and virtually eliminates human intervention in 
the invoice capture stage for invoices received as paper 
or attached to emails.

Accelerate invoice processing, exceptions,  
and approvals

Additional resources

Be more productive in the 
Cloud with Core Capture

 Download the report

OpenText Vendor 
Invoice Management  
for SAP Solutions

 Download the report

About OpenText

OpenText, The Information Company, 
enables organizations to gain insight 
through market leading information 
management solutions, on-premises or 
in the cloud. For more information about 
OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX)  
visit opentext.com.

opentext.com
Twitter  |  LinkedIn  |  CEO Blog
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